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Abstract
The wok implemented describes a study of approaches to restore the nonlin-
ear life mixture of images, which occurs when we scan or photograph and the
back page shows through. We generally see this to occur mainly with old doc-
uments and low quality paper. With the presence of increased bleed-through,
reading and deciphering the text becomes tedious. This project executes al-
gorithms to reduce bleed-through distortion using techniques in digital image
processing. We study the algorithm knowing the fact that in images the high
frequency components are sparse and stronger on one side of the paper than
on the other one. Bleed-through effect and show-through effect was removed in
one time processing, with no iteration. Here the sources need not require to be
independent or the mixture to be invariant.Hence it is suitable for separating
mixtures such as those produced by bleed-through.
iv
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Introduction
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1 Introduction
Image processing is any form of signal processing for that the input is an image, such as a
photograph or video frame; the output of image processing may be either an image or, a set
of parameters related to the image.
1.1 Image Processing
Image processing totally refers to processing digital images by means of digital computer.An
image may be described as a 2-D function I.
I = f(x, y) (1.1)
where x and y are spatial coordinates. Amplitude of f at any pair coordinates (x, y) is called
the intensity I or gray value of the image. When spatial coordinates and amplitude values
are all finite, wecall the image a digital image. Digital image processing may be classified
into various sub-categories based on methods whose:[1]
• both input and output are images.
• inputs may be images, where as outputs are attributes extracted from those images.
Following is the list of different image processing functions based on the above two
classes.
• Image Acquisition
• Image Enhancement
• Image Restoration
• Color Image Processing
• Multi-resolution Processing
• Compression
• Morphological Processing
• Segmentation
• Representation and Description
• Object Recognition
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For the first seven categories the inputs and outputs are images where as for the other three
the outputs are attributes of the input images. With the exception of image acquisition and
display, most image processing functions are implemented in software.In image processing
the technique that works well in one area can be inadequate with another, as it is charac-
terized by specific solutions. It requires significant research and development to find the
actual solution of a specific problem.[2]
From the above ten sub-categories of digital image processing, this thesis deals with
wavelet and multiresolution processing and also image enhancement. Here, different types of
wavelets are used and various inputs are restored using these methods. Image enhancement
techniques can be divided into two broad categories:
1. Spatial domain methods, it refers to image plane itself and approaches in this category
are based on direct manipulation in an image.
2. Frequency domain methods, which operate on the various kind transform(fourier
transform,short fourier transform,wavelet transform) of an image.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Document Image Processing and Data
Capture are discussed in Section 1.2 and Section 1.3 respectively. The problem definition is
described in Section 1.4. Motivation behind carrying out the work is stated in Section 1.5.
Organization of the thesis is outlined in Section 1.6.
1.2 Document
The objective of document image processing is to recognize text and graphics components
in images of documents, and to extract the intended information as a human would. Two
categories of document image processing can be defined:[3]
• Textual Processing deals with the text components of a document image. Some tasks
here are: determining the skew (any tilt at which the document may have been scanned into
the computer), finding columns, paragraphs, text lines, and words, and finally recognizing
the text (and possibly its attributes such as size, font etc.) by optical character recognition
(OCR).
•Graphics Processing deals with the non-textual line and symbol components that make
up line diagrams, delimiting straight lines between text sections, company logos etc. Pictures
are a third major component of documents, but except for recognizing their location on a
page, further analysis of these is usually the task of other image processing and machine
3
vision techniques. After application of these text and graphics analysis techniques, the
several megabytes of initial data are culled to yield a much more concise semantic description
of the document.
1.3 Problem Definition
When we scan or photograph a document and the back page shows through. This effect is
often due to partial transparency of the paper or paper of low quality (which we designate by
show-through), another possible cause is bleeding of ink through the paper, a phenomenon
that is more common in old documents, in which the ink has had more time to bleed.We
call this phenomenon as bleed-through. Correction of both the effects remains one of the
vitals part in Document Image Processing.
1.4 Motivation
Our work was primarily focused on enhancement of documents where bleed through or show
through effects are shown.As it becomes difficult to use the document or interpret data from
the document.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 Gives us a brief idea why fourier transform and short term fourier transform
is not used. Chapter 3 introduces what is wavelet and why wavelet transform is used to
remove bleed-through to a considerable level.
Chapter 4 outlines the structure, organization and working of the bleed-through removal
algorithms described within.This work for removal which based on wavelet transform is
explored. In addition, a method for efficient registration of documents through wavelet
transform is studied.
Chapter 5 presents the concluding remarks, with scope for further research work.
1.6 Conclusion
This chapter gives us brief idea about the procedure to study a work.Firstly, it gives knowl-
edge about the problem definition, then what are the reasons behind to go forward with
this work, at last its organization.
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2 Fourier and Short-Fourier Transform
2.1 Introduction
Most of the signals in we use, are TIME-DOMAIN signals in their basic format.When we
plot time-domain signals, we obtain a time-dependent variable (usually amplitude) repre-
sentation of the signal.In many cases, the most distinguished information is hidden in the
frequency content of the signal.The fourier transform tells us a great deal about a signal,
it tells what frequency components exist in the signal.We measure frequency using fourier
transform.
2.2 Fourier Transform
2.2.1 Definition
The Fourier transform is a mathematical operation that decomposes a signal into its con-
stituent frequencies.The original signal depends on time, and therefore is called the time
domain representation of the signal, whereas the Fourier transform depends on frequency
and is called the frequency domain representation of the signal. The term Fourier trans-
form refers both to the frequency domain representation of the signal and the process that
transforms the signal to its frequency domain representation. Let us see an example how
fourier transform works:
x(t) = cos(2 ∗ pi ∗ 10 ∗ t) + cos(2 ∗ pi ∗ 25 ∗ t) + cos(2 ∗ pi ∗ 50 ∗ t) (2.1)
Figure 1: A stationary signal having 10Hz,25Hz,50Hz at any given instant.
By looking at the figure above, we don’t get any idea about the frequency compo-
nents.Now,lets find out the fourier transform of the signal.
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The peaks in the figure above shows the frequency component i.e. 10Hz,25Hz,50Hz.
Figure 2: Fourier transform of the signal
2.2.2 Working Mechanism
FT decomposes a signal to complex exponential functions of different frequencies. The way
it does this, is defined by the following two equations:
X(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t) • e−2jpiftdt (2.2)
x(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
X(f) • e2jpiftdf (2.3)
In the above equations, t stands for time, f stands for frequency, and x denotes the signal
at hand. Note that x denotes the signal in time domain and the X denotes the signal in
frequency domain. This convention is used to distinguish the two representations of the
signal. Equation (1) is called the Fourier transform of x(t), and equation (2) is called the
inverse Fourier transform of X(f), which is x(t) [4].
2.2.3 Why fourier transform is not suitable?
We see that when a fourier transform of a stationary signal 1 is done we get the frequency
components and we know they are present at any instant of time, but for non-stationary
signal 2 we get the freqeuncy components but it fails to give time where it occured.We
1Stationary Signal: Signals whose frequency content do not change in time are called stationary signals.
2Non-Stationary Signal: Signals whose frequency content vary in time are called as non-stationary signals.
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nextproceed to short term fourier transform.
2.3 Short Term Fourier Transfrom
2.3.1 Definition
Short Term Fourier Transform(STFT) is a revised version of the Fourier transform. In this
the signal is divided into small enough segments, where these segments (portions) of the
signal can be assumed to be stationary. For this purpose, a window function ”w” is chosen.
The width of this window must be equal to the segment of the signal where its stationarity
is valid.
2.3.2 Mathematical Approach
STFT can be best described as:
STFTx(t) ≡ X(τ, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)w(t− τ)e−jωtdt (2.4)
Where,x(t) is the signal to be transformed.
w(t) is the window function.
X(τ ,ω) is essentially the Fourier Transform of x(t)w(t-τ).[4]
2.3.3 Resolution Issues
One of the downfalls of the STFT is that it has a fixed resolution. The width of the win-
dowing function relates to how the signal is representedit determines whether there is good
frequency resolution (frequency components close together can be separated) or good time
resolution (the time at which frequencies change). A wide window gives better frequency
resolution but poor time resolution. A narrower window gives good time resolution but
poor frequency resolution.
8
Figure 3: STFT resolution. Better time resolution in left, and Better frequency resolution
in right.
2.4 Conclusion
We have seen in this chapter that Fourier Transform and Short Term Fourier Transform
are not suitable to find good frequency resolution with good time resolution.For that we
move on to wavelet transform, here we get good time and poor frequency resolution at high
frequencies, and good frequency and poor time resolution at low frequencies.
9
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3 Wavelet
3.1 Introduction
Although Fourier transform has been there from 1950s for transform-based image pro-
cessing,but a recent transformation wavelet transform is making it even easier to com-
press,transmit and analyze images. Wavelet transforms are based on small waves called
wavelets of varying frequency and limited duration.It aslo helps in MRA(multi resolution
analysis) i.e. it analyzes the signal at different frequencies with different resolutions.
Figure 4: A portion of an infinitely long sinusoid (a cosine wave is shown here) and a finite
length wavelet. Notice the sinusoid has an easily discernible frequency while the wavelet has
a pseudo frequency in that the frequency varies slightly over the length of the wavelet[5]
.
3.2 Why Wavelet?
In our work, we focus on removing bleed-through and show-through.The mixtures images
used in this work are nonlinear and noisy, and the letter and partiture mixtures are spatially
variant. From looking at the pictures, we can say that high-frequency components of images
are sparse (and that high-frequency wavelet coefficients are also sparse), and we used this
fact to competition based on the observation that source image strongly represents itself in
one of the mixture components than in the other one.
WT gives us a good time, and poor frequency resolution at high frequencies, and good
frequency, and poor time resolution at low frequencies.
The figure below shows that lower scales 3 (higher frequencies) have better scale reso-
lution that correspond to poorer frequency resolution . Similarly, higher scales have scale
frequency resolution that correspond to better frequency resolution of lower frequencies.
3scale is reciprocal of frequency
11
Figure 5: Wavelet resolution.
3.3 Continuous Wavelet Transform
The continuous wavelet transform was developed in a view to overcome the resolution prob-
lem which couldnot be addressed by short time Fourier transform. The wavelet analysis and
STFT both work in a similar way when applied on signals, in the sense that we multiply
the signal with a function, the wavelet, similar to the window function in the STFT, and
the computation work is separated for different segments of the time-domain signal.
The continuous wavelet transform is defined as follows:
CWTψx (τ, s) = Ψ
ψ
x (τ, s) =
1√|s|
∫
x(t)ψ ∗ ( t− τ
s
) (3.1)
As seen in the above equation , tau and s are the two variables in the function to calculate
transformed signal , the translation and scale parameters, respectively. The transforming
function is psi(t), and we call it the mother wavelet .
3.4 Stationary Wavelet Transform
The Stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is a special kind wavelet transform algorithm
designed to overcome the lack of translation-invariance of the discrete wavelet transform
(DWT).This is used inherently as a redundant scheme as the output of each level of SWT
contains the same number of samples as the input so for a decomposition of N levels there
is a redundancy of N in the wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 6: Wavelet decomposition.
x[n] is the original signal. gi[n] is the high pass filter. hi[n] is the low pass filter.
3.4.1 What swt does?
The procedure starts with passing this signal (sequence) through a half band digital low-
pass filter with impulse response h[n]. Filtering a signal corresponds to the mathematical
operation of convolution of the signal with the impulse response of the filter. The convolu-
tion operation in discrete time is defined as follows:
x[n] ∗ h[n] = ∑∞k=−∞ x[k] • h[n− k] (3.2)
A half band low-pass filter removes all frequencies that are above half of the highest fre-
quency in the signal. Low-pass filtering halves the resolution, but leaves the scale unchanged.
The signal is then sub-sampled by 2 since half of the number of samples are redundant. This
doubles the scale.
y[n] =
∑∞
k=−∞ h[k] • x[2n− k] (3.3)
Similarly for High-pass & Low-pass filter
yhigh[n] =
∑
n x[n] • g[2n− k] (3.4)
ylow[n] =
∑
n x[n] • h[2n− k] (3.5)
The above procedure, which is also known as the subband coding, can be repeated for
further decomposition. At every level, the filtering and subsampling will result in half the
number of samples (and hence half the time resolution) and half the frequency band spanned
(and hence double the frequency resolution)[4] .
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3.5 Conclusion
There are a lot of wavelet transform available and to know which will work best is difficult,
so the analysis on the wavelets done earlier was necessary. Analysis showed that swt is good
approach for removing nonlinear mixture images ,when compared to cwt or dwt.
14
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4 Algorithms
4.1 Overview
This is non-iterative method to eliminate the bleed-effect and show-through effect. The
Stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is a wavelet transform algorithm designed to over-
come the lack of translation-invariance of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT).Stationary
wavelet transform(swt) is used mainly for denoising.Here we have studied methods to sep-
arate non linear image mixtures.The study involves digitizing both sides of the document
and attempting to perfectly align both sides manually.
4.2 Initial Process
For the application of algorithm, we need the digitized image. So, first scanning of both side
of the image is done, with manual alignment techniques.We need the components mixture
to be precisely registered with one another to apply the separation method .At first we need
to scan one side of the image then horizontally flip it.After that, an alignment procedure
was applied, to correct misalignments due to the different positions of the paper during the
two scanning acquisitions. In order for it to be precise, the alignment had to be performed
locally. This local alignment was needed even for documents that were not wrinkled, prob-
ably due to some geometrical imperfections of the scanner[6]. In the case of the air-mail
letter, which was significantly wrinkled, the local alignment was even more important.
16
Let us see some examples of show-through:
Figure 7: First pair of tracing paper mixtures
4.3 Separation Methods
Instead of assuming independence of the source images, the method that we study uses a
property of common images and a property of the mixture process to perform the separation[6].
These properties are:
• High-frequency components of common images are sparse. This translates into the fact
that high-frequency wavelet coefficients have sparse distributions. Consequently, the high-
frequency wavelet coefficients from two different source images will seldom both have sig-
nificant values in the same image location.
• In the mixture processes considered here, each source is represented more strongly in one
of the mixture components (the one acquired from the side where that source is printed or
drawn) than in the other component.
17
Figure 8: Second pair of tracing paper mixtures
4.4 Algorithm
Let us denote the recto of the document as f(x,y) and flipped side as g(x,y).Inorder to apply
the technique both should have same dimension. Now we need to apply PCA(Principal
Component Analysis) to f(x,y) & g(x,y).
4.4.1 PCA
PCA stands for principal component analysis.PCA is a useful statistical technique that has
found application in fields such as face recognition and image compression, and is a common
technique for finding patterns in data of high dimension.The other main advantage of PCA
is that once you have found these patterns in the data, and you compress the data, ie. by
reducing the number of dimensions, without much loss of information.
4.4.2 Caluclate PCA[7]
1. Get the data set:
Let us take data set of observations of M variables, and the reduced data for each
observation can be described with only L variables, L < M. Let there are N vector
set from x1 . . .xN with each xn with each representing grouped observation of the M
variables.
• Write x1 . . .xN as column vectors, having M rows.
• Construct a single matrix X of dimension MxN by putting the column vectors.
2. Calculate mean :
• Calculate the empirical mean along each dimension m = 1, ..., M.
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• Put the calculated mean values into an empirical mean vector u of dimensions M x
1.
u[m] = 1N
∑N
n=1X[m,n] (4.1)
3. Find the deviation:
Calculate the difference between the empirical mean vector u from each column of the
data matrix X and store the data in the M N matrix B.
B = X − uh
where, h[n]=1 for all n=1 . . . N
4. Calculate the covariance matrix:
Find the M M empirical covariance matrix C from the outer product of matrix B
with itself:
C = 1N
∑
B •B∗ (4.2)
5. Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix:
V −1 CV=D (4.3)
where D is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of C.
6. Rearrange the eigen vectors and eigen values, and Calculate the cumulative energy content
for each eigenvector:
Now the eigenvector matrix V and eigenvalue matrix D are sorted in order of decreasing
eigenvalue. Make sure to maintain the correct pairings between the columns in each
matrix.
7. Find out cumulative energy for each eigen vector:
The sum of the energy content across all of the eigenvalues from 1 through m gives
the cumulative energy content g for the mth eigenvector :
g[m] =
∑m
q=1D[q, q] for m=1 . . . M (4.4)
8. Determine a subset of the eigenvectors as basis vectors:
Store the first L columns of V as matrix W of dimension MxL W[p,q]=V[p,q] for
p=1 . . . M q=1 . . . L
9. Convert the source data to z-scores:
Take the square root of each element along the main diagonal of the covariance matrix
19
C to find empirical standard deviation vector s
s=s[m]=
√
C[p, q] for p=q=m=1 . . . M (4.5)
Calculate the z-score matrix:
Z = Bs•h (4.6)
10. Project the z-scores of the data onto the new basis:
Y = W ∗ •Z (4.7)
4.4.3 Resotarion Algorithm
1. After computing PCA, we need to calculate the value upto which level it will be de-
composed using SWT.
2. Using Haar wavelet decompose the mixture images upto a certain level.
3. Now the corresponding high-frequency wavelet coefficients of both mixture images
were subject to the following competition process:
mi =
1
1+e
(
−a
x2
i
−x2
3−i
x2
i
+x2
3−i
) (4.8)
yi=xi mi (4.9)
where i ∈ {1,2} indexes the two sides of the paper, xi are the wavelet coefficients of
a given type (for example, vertical coefficients at the first decomposition level) from
the ith mixture image, x3−i are the corresponding coefficients from the other image
of the same mixture, and yi are the coefficients that are used for synthesizing the ith
separated image; a is a parameter that controls the strength of the competition[6].
4. The main motive behind the procedure is ,it preserves the coefficients that are stronger
in the mixture component than in the opposite component, and weakens the coeffi-
cients that are weaker than in the opposite component.
5. The computation process described in (4.8)-(4.9) was applied to all horizontal, verti-
cal and diagonal wavelet coefficients at all decomposition levels where Hj-horizontal
coefficients at level j,Vj-vertical coefficients at leve j,Dj-diagonal coefficients at level
j.
20
Figure 9: Schematic representation of the wavelet-based separation method
6. The reconstruction of the separated images were done by wavelet method using the
high-frequency coefficients (Hj, Vj, Dj) after competition. For the low-frequency co-
efficients (An in Fig. 9) The coefficients which were obtained from the decomposition
of the corresponding mixture image were used, with no change.
4.5 Result
21
Figure 10: Separated image
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Figure 11: Separated image
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5 Preview
The work in this thesis, primarily focuses on bleed-through and show-through removal in
scanned images. The work reported in this thesis is summarized in this chapter. Section
5.1 lists the achievements of the work. 5.2 lists the limations and 5.3 provides some scope
for further development.
5.1 Acheivement
Using SWT(Stationary Wavelet Transform) and Haar wavelet, we removed bleed-through
and show-through from scanned images.This is a faster method with no iteration required for
separating real life nonlinear mixture of images.Here we use wavelet decompostion method
to a deep level, the results are strong non-point wise separation. In contrast with previous
solutions, this method does not assume the mixture to be invariant, and is therefore suitable
for mixtures with varying local characteristics, such as those that result from bleed-through
or from wrinkled documents.
5.2 Limitation of Work
The following limitations were encountered during the course of this project: The output
obtained this method is applied to colour images are not good, better results could have
been obtained by separately processing the three colour channels of the original images.
5.3 Further Development
Contrast compensation calculation becomes complex, it can be evaluated in future work.Color
images can also be taken by separately processing the three color channels of the original
images.
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